We define a notion of model for the λΠ-calculus modulo theory, a notion of superconsistent theory, and prove that proof-reduction terminates in the λΠ-calculus modulo a super-consistent theory. We prove this way the termination of proof-reduction in two theories in the λΠ-calculus modulo theory, and their consistency: an embedding of Simple type theory and an embedding of the Calculus of constructions.
Introduction

Models and algebras
In Predicate logic and in Deduction modulo theory [5, 7] , a model is defined by a set M, the domain of the model, a set B of truth values, and a function, parametrized by a valuation φ, mapping each term t to an element t φ of M, and each proposition A to an element A φ of B.
In the usual definition of the notion of model, the set B is a two-element set {0, 1}, but this notion can be extended to a notion of many-valued model, where B is an arbitrary Boolean algebra, a Heyting algebra, a pre-Boolean algebra [1] , or a pre-Heyting algebra [4] . Boolean algebras permit to introduce intermediate truth values for propositions that are neither provable nor disprovable, Heyting algebras permit to consider models where the excluded middle is not necessarily valid, that is models of constructive Predicate logic, and pre-Boolean and pre-Heyting algebras, where the order ≤ is replaced by a pre-order relation, permit to distinguish a notion of weak equivalence: for all valuations φ, ( A φ ≤ B φ and B φ ≤ A φ ), from a notion of strong equivalence: for all valuations φ, A φ = B φ . The first corresponds to the provability of A ⇔ B and the second to the congruence defining the computational equality in Deduction modulo theory [5, 7] , also known as definitional equality in Constructive type theory [10, 11] .
In a model valued in a Boolean algebra, a Heyting algebra, a pre-Boolean algebra, or a pre-Heyting algebra, a proposition A is valid when it is weakly equivalent to the proposition ⊤, that is when for all valuations φ, A φ ≥⊤, and this condition boils down to A φ =⊤ in Boolean and Heyting algebras. A congruence ≡ defined on propositions is valid when for all A and B such that A ≡ B, A and B are strongly equivalent, that is for all valuations φ, A φ = B φ . Note that the relation ≤ is used in the definition of the validity of a proposition, but not in the definition of the validity of a congruence.
Termination of proof-reduction
Proof-reduction terminates in Deduction modulo a theory defined by a set of axioms T and a congruence ≡, if this theory has a model valued in the pre-Heyting algebra of reducibility * Inria, 23 avenue d'Italie, CS 81321, 75214 Paris Cedex 13, France, gilles.dowek@inria.fr. candidates [7, 4] . As a consequence, proof-reduction terminates if the theory is super-consistent, that is if for all pre-Heyting algebras B, it has a model valued in B.
For the termination of proof-reduction, the congruence matters, but the axioms do not. Thus, the pre-order relation ≤ is immaterial in the algebra of reducibility candidates and it is possible to define it as the trivial relation such that C ≤ C ′ for all C and C ′ , which is a pre-order, but not an order. Such a pre-Heyting algebra is said to be trivial. As the pre-order is degenerated, all the conditions defining pre-Heyting algebras, such as a∧ b ≤ a, a∧ b ≤ b, etc. are always satisfied in a trivial pre-Heyting algebra, and a trivial pre-Heyting algebra is just a set equipped with arbitrary operations∧,⇒, etc. Thus, in order to prove that proof-reduction terminates in Deduction modulo a theory defined by a set of axioms T and a congruence ≡, it is sufficient to prove that for all trivial pre-Heyting algebras B, the theory has a model valued in B.
Models of the λΠ-calculus modulo theory
In Deduction modulo theory, like in Predicate logic, terms, propositions, and proofs belong to three distinct languages. But, it is also possible to consider a single language, such as the λΠ-calculus modulo theory [3] , which is implemented in the Dedukti system [13] , or Martin-Löf's Logical Framework [11] , and express terms, propositions, and proofs, in this language. For instance, in Deduction modulo theory, 0 is a term, P (0) ⇒ P (0) is a proposition and λα : P (0) α is a proof of this proposition. In the λΠ-calculus modulo theory, all these expressions are terms of the calculus. Only their types differ: 0 has type nat, P (0) ⇒ P (0) has type T ype and λα : P (0) α has type P (0) ⇒ P (0).
The goal of this paper is to define a notion of model for the λΠ-calculus modulo theory, define a notion of super-consistent theory and prove that proof-reduction terminates in the λΠ-calculus modulo a super-consistent theory. We shall this way prove the termination of proof-reduction in two theories in the λΠ-calculus modulo theory: an embedding of Simple type theory [5] and an embedding of the Calculus of constructions [3] in the λΠ-calculus modulo theory.
Double interpretation
Extending the notion of model to many-sorted predicate logic requires to consider not just one domain M, but a family of domains M s indexed by the sorts of the theory, for instance, in a model of Simple type theory, the family of domains is indexed by Simple types. Then, to each term t of sort s is associated an element t φ of M s and to each proposition A an element A φ of B.
In the λΠ-calculus modulo theory, the sorts also are just terms of the calculus. Thus, we shall define a model of the λΠ-calculus modulo theory by a family of sets M t indexed by the terms of the calculus and a function mapping each term t of type A to an object t φ of M A . As propositions are just some terms of type T ype, we shall require that M T ype = B, so that if A is a proposition, then A φ is an element of B.
Proof-reduction
In Deduction modulo theory, it is possible to define a congruence with a set of rewrite rules that does not terminate, without affecting the termination of proof-reduction. For instance, consider the trivial set of rewrite rules R containing only the rule c −→ c. Obviously, the congruence defined by this set of rewrite rules is the identity and proofs modulo this theory are just proofs is pure Predicate logic. Thus, proof-reduction in Deduction modulo this theory terminates. This means that in the λΠ-calculus modulo this theory, the β-reduction terminates. But the βR-reduction does not terminate, as the R-reduction alone does not terminate.
Thus, in this paper, we shall restrict to prove the termination of β-reduction, not βRreduction. In some cases the termination of the βR-reduction is a simple corollary of the termination of the β-reduction. In some others it is not. 
The α-equivalence relation is defined as usual and terms are identified modulo α-equivalence. The relation β (one step β-reduction at the root) is defined as usual. As usual, if r is a relation on terms, we write −→ 1 r for the subterm extension of r, −→ + r for the transitive closure of the relation −→ 1 r , −→ * r for its reflexive-transitive closure, and ≡ r for its reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure.
Definition 2.2 (The typing rules of the λΠ-calculus) The typing rules of the λΠ-calculus are
Empty
where in each rule s is either T ype or Kind.
It can be proved that types are preserved by β-reduction, that β-reduction is confluent and strongly terminating and that each term has a unique type modulo β-equivalence [9] .
Definition 2.3 (Object)
A term t is said to be an object in a context Γ, if t has a type A, and A has type T ype.
The λΠ-calculus modulo theory
Recall that if Σ, Γ, and ∆ are contexts, a substitution θ, binding the variables declared in Γ, is said to be of type Γ ❀ ∆ in Σ if for all x declared of type T in Γ, we have Σ, ∆ ⊢ θx : θT . In this case, if Σ, Γ ⊢ u : U , then Σ, ∆ ⊢ θu : θU .
Definition 2.4 (Rewrite rule)
A rewrite rule is a quadruple l −→ Γ,T r where Γ is a context and l, r, and T are β-normal terms. Such a rule is said to be well-typed in the context Σ if, in the λΠ-calculus, the context Σ, Γ is well-formed and the terms l and r have type T in this context.
If Σ is a context, l −→ Γ,T r is a rewrite rule well-typed in Σ and θ is a substitution of type Γ ❀ ∆ in Σ then the terms θl and θr both have type θT in the context Σ, ∆.
The relation R (one step R-reduction at the root) is defined by: t R u is there exists a rewrite rule l −→ Γ,T r and a substitution θ such that t = θl and u = θr. The relation βR (one step βR-reduction at the root) is the union of β and R.
Definition 2.5 (Theory)
A theory is a pair formed with a context Σ, well-formed in the λΠcalculus and a set of rewrite rules R, well-typed in Σ in the λΠ-calculus.
The variables declared in Σ are called constants rather than variables. They replace the sorts, the function symbols, the predicate symbols, and also the axioms of Predicate logic.
Definition 2.6 (The λΠ-calculus modulo theory) The λΠ-calculus modulo Σ, R is the extension of the λΠ-calculus obtained modifying the Declaration and Variable rules to allow the use of constants as well as variables
and by replacing the relation ≡ β by ≡ βR in the Conversion rule
3 Examples of theories
Simple type theory
In [6] , we have given a presentation of Simple type theory in Deduction modulo theory. This presentation can easily be adapted to the λΠ-calculus modulo theory.
Definition 3.1 (The language of Simple type theory)
ι : T ype 
The Calculus of constructions
In [3] , we have introduced an embedding of the Calculus of constructions [2] in the λΠ-calculus modulo theory.
Definition 3.3 (The language of the Calculus of constructions)
U T ype : T ype U Kind : T ypė T ype : U Kind ε T ype : U T ype → T ype ε Kind : U Kind → T ypė Π T ype,T ype,T ype : ΠX : U T ype (((ε T ype X) → U T ype ) → U T ype ) Π T ype,Kind,Kind : ΠX : U T ype (((ε T ype X) → U Kind ) → U Kind ) Π Kind,T ype,T ype : ΠX : U Kind (((ε Kind X) → U T ype ) → U T ype ) Π Kind,Kind,Kind : ΠX : U Kind (((ε Kind X) → U Kind ) → U Kind )
Definition 3.4 (The rules of the Calculus of constructions)
4 Super-consistency
Π-algebras
The notion of Π-algebra is an adaptation to the λΠ-calculus of the notion of (trivial) pre-Heyting algebra.
• an elementT of B,
• a subset A of P(B),
• a functionΠ from B × A to B.
If w and w ′ are two elements of B, we write w→ w ′ forΠ(w, {w ′ }). To define the notion of validity of a type (axiom) declared in Σ, we should, in supplement, add a pre-order relation ≤ on B, with some compatibility conditions betweenT , A,Π, ⊑ and ≤, so that the validity of a type A can be defined as A φ ≥T . As our main focus in this paper is proof termination, we leave this for future work and we implicitly consider that all types are valid in all models. Definition 5. 1 We define a family of set (M t ) t indexed by terms of the λΠ-calculus modulo theory as follows. Proof. By induction on the structure of t. If t = x then, by Lemma 5.
Definition 4.2 (Full
or a variable different from x, then x does not occur in t. If t is an application, an abstraction, or a product, we use the induction hypothesis.
Proof. If t = ((λx : C t ′ ) u ′ ), then u ′ is an object and it does not contain any occurrence of Kind, T ype, or o. By Lemma 5.2,
Then, as for all v,
We prove, by induction on t, that if t −→ 1 βR u then M t = M u and we conclude with a simple induction on the structure of the derivation of t ≡ βR u. Definition 5.2 Let t be a term of type A in a context Γ or that is equal to Kind. Let φ be a Γ-valuation onto M. The element t φ of M A is defined as follows.
• Πx :
• ε φ is the identity on B,
• ⇒ φ is the function mapping w and w ′ in B to w→ w ′ ,
Proof. By induction over the structure of t.
Proof. If t = ((λx : C t ′ ) u ′ ), then let D be the type of t ′ , if M D = {e} then ((λx :
We prove, by induction on t, that if t −→ 1 βR u then t φ = u φ and we conclude with a simple induction on the structure of the derivation of t ≡ βR u.
The Calculus of constructions
In the model of Simple type theory, we had M t = {e} for all objects t. This allowed to define M (t u) and M λx:C t as M t and validate β-reduction trivially. In the model built in this section, we need to take MṪ ype = B althoughṪ ype is an object, asṪ ype : U Kind : T ype. Thus, we need to define M λx:A t as a function. This leads to define first another family of domains (N t ) t and parametrize the definition of M t itself by a valuation onto N .
Let B,T , P(B),Π be a full Π-algebra and {e} be an arbitrary one-element set. Let E be a set containing B and {e}, and closed by function space and arbitrary unions. The existence of such a set can be proved with the replacement scheme. Definition 5. 3 We define a family (N t ) t indexed by terms of the λΠ-calculus modulo theory as follows. Proof. By induction on the structure of t. If t = x then, by Lemma 5.6, N (u/x)t = N u = {e} = N t . If t is Kind, T ype, U Kind , U T ype ,Ṫ ype, ε Kind , ε T ype ,Π T ype,T ype,T ype ,Π T ype,Kind,Kind , Π Kind,T ype,T ype ,Π Kind,Kind,Kind , or a variable different from x, then x does not occur in t. If t is an application, an abstraction, or a product, we use the induction hypothesis.
Lemma 5.8 (Conversion)
Proof. If t = ((λx : C t ′ ) u ′ ), then u ′ is an object and it does not contain any occurrence of Kind, T ype, or U Kind . By Lemma 5.7, N ((λx:
We We prove, by induction on t, that if t −→ 1 βR u then N t = N u and we conclude with a simple induction on the structure of the derivation of t ≡ βR u. Definition 5. 4 We define a family (M t ) t,ψ indexed by terms of the λΠ-calculus modulo theory and Γ-valuations onto N , in such a way that if t has type A in Γ, then M t,ψ is an element of N A . Proof. By induction on the structure of t. We prove, by induction on t, that if t −→ 1 βR u then M t,ψ = M u,ψ and we conclude with a simple induction on the structure of the derivation of t ≡ βR u.
From now on, consider a fixed valuation onto N ψ and write M A for M A,ψ . Definition 5.5 Let t be a term of type A in a context Γ or that is equal to Kind. Let φ be a Γ-valuation onto M. The element t φ of M A is defined as follows.
• ε T ype φ = ε Kind φ is the identity on B,
• Π T ype,T ype,T ype φ = Π T ype,Kind,Kind φ = Π Kind,T ype,T ype φ = Π Kind,Kind,Kind φ is the function mapping an element C in B and a function f from some set S in E to B to the elementΠ(C, {f s | s ∈ S}) of B.
The termination of β-reduction in super-consistent theories
We now prove that proof-reduction terminates in the λΠ-calculus modulo a super-consistent theory such as Simple type theory or the Calculus of constructions. We use here the notion of reducibility candidate introduced by Girard [8] . Our definition, however, follows that of Parigot [12] .
The candidates
Definition 6.1 (Operations on set of terms)
The setT is defined as the set of strongly terminating terms.
Let C be a set of terms and S be a set of sets of terms. The setΠ(C, S) is defined as the set of strongly terminating terms t such that if t −→ * β λx : A t ′ then for all t ′′ in C, and for all D in S, (t ′′ /x)t ′ ∈ D.
The main property of the operationΠ is expressed by the following Lemma. Lemma 6.1 Let C be a set of terms and S be a set of sets of terms, t 1 , t 2 , and u be terms such that t 1 ∈Π(C, S), t 2 ∈ C, and (t 1 t 2 ) −→ 1 β u, n 1 and n 2 be natural numbers such that n 1 is the maximum length of a reduction sequence issued from t 1 , and t 2 is the maximum length of a reduction sequence issued from t 2 , and D be an element of S. Then, u ∈ D.
Proof. By induction on n 1 + n 2 . If the reduction is at the root of the term, then t 1 has the form λx : A t ′ and u = (t 2 /x)t ′ . By the definition ofΠ(C, S), u ∈ D. Otherwise, the reduction takes place in t 1 or in t 2 , and we we apply the induction hypothesis.
Definition 6.2 (Candidates) Candidates are inductively defined by the three rules
• the setT of all strongly terminating terms is a candidate,
• if C is a candidate and S is a set of candidates, thenΠ(C, S) is a candidate,
• if S is a set of candidates, then S is a candidate.
We write C for the set of all candidates.
The Π-algebra C,T , P(C),Π is full, it is ordered by the subset relation and complete for this order. Proof. By induction on the construction of C. Lemma 6.4 (Closure by reduction) If C is a candidate, t ∈ C, and t −→ * β t ′ , then t ′ ∈ C.
Proof. By induction on the construction of C.
If C =T , then as t is an element of C, it strongly terminates, thus t ′ strongly terminates, and t ′ ∈ C.
If C =Π(D, S), then as t is an element of C, it strongly terminates, thus t ′ strongly terminates. If moreover t ′ −→ * β λx : A t 1 , then t −→ * β λx : A t 1 , and for all u in D, and for all E in S, (u/x)t 1 ∈ E. Thus, t ′ ∈ C.
If C = i C i , then for all i, t ∈ C i and by induction hypothesis t ′ ∈ C i . Thus, t ′ ∈ C. Lemma 6.5 (Applications) Let C be a candidate and S be a set of candidates, t 1 and t 2 such that t 1 ∈Π(C, S) and t 2 ∈ C, and D be an element of S. Then (t 1 t 2 ) ∈ D.
Proof. As t 1 ∈Π(C, S) and and t 2 ∈ C, t 1 and t 2 strongly terminate. Let n 1 be the maximum length of a reduction sequence issued from t 1 and n 2 be the maximum length of a reduction sequence issued from t 2 . By Lemma 6.1, all the one step reducts of (t 1 t 2 ) are in D.
To conclude that (t 1 t 2 ) itself is in D, we prove, by induction on the construction of D, that if D is a candidate and all the one-step reducts of the term (t 1 t 2 ) are in D, then (t 1 t 2 ) is in D.
• If D =T , then as all the one-step reducts of the term (t 1 t 2 ) strongly terminate, the term (t 1 t 2 ) strongly terminates, and (t 1 t 2 ) ∈ D.
• If D =Π(C, S), then as all the one-step reducts of the term (t 1 t 2 ) strongly terminate, the term (t 1 t 2 ) strongly terminates. If moreover (t 1 t 2 ) −→ * β λx : A v, then let (t 1 t 2 ) = u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n = λx : A v be a reduction sequence from (t 1 t 2 ) to λx : A v. As (t 1 t 2 ) is an application and λx : A v is not, n ≥ 2. Thus, (t 1 t 2 ) −→ 1 β u 2 −→ * β λx : A v. We have u 2 ∈ D and u 2 −→ * β λx : A v, thus for all w in C and F in S, (w/x)v ∈ F . Thus, (t 1 t 2 ) ∈Π(C, S) = D.
• If D = i D i , then for all i, all the one step reducts of (t 1 t 2 ) are in D i , and, by induction hypothesis (t 1 t 2 ) ∈ D i . Thus, (t 1 t 2 ) ∈ D.
Termination
Consider a super-consistent theory Σ, R. We want to prove that β-reduction terminates in the λΠ-calculus modulo this theory, while βR-reduction may or may not terminate. As this theory is super-consistent, it has a model M valued in the Π-algebra C,T , P(C),Π . Consider this model. If a term t has type B in some context Γ, then B has type T ype in Γ, B has type Kind in Γ, or B = Kind. Thus, B φ is an element of M T ype = C, B φ is an element of M Kind = C, or B φ =T . In all these cases B φ is a candidate. Lemma 6.6 Let Γ = x 1 : A 1 , ..., x n : A n be a context, φ be a Γ-valuation onto M, σ be a substitution mapping every x i to an element of A i φ and t a term of type B in Γ. Then σt ∈ B φ .
Proof. By induction on the structure of t.
• If t = x is a variable, then by definition of σ, σt ∈ A φ .
• If t = Πx : C D, then B = T ype or B = Kind, and B φ =T , Γ ⊢ C : T ype and Γ, x : C ⊢ D : T ype or Γ, x : C ⊢ D : Kind, by induction hypothesis σC ∈ T ype φ =T , that is σC strongly terminates and σD ∈ T ype φ =T or σD ∈ Kind φ =T , that is σD strongly terminates. Thus, σ(Πx : C D) = Πx : σC σD strongly terminates also and it is an element ofT = B φ .
• If t = λx : C u where u has type D. Then B = Πx : C D and B φ = Πx :
is the set of terms s such that s strongly terminates and if s reduces to λx : E s 1 then for all s ′ in C φ and all a in M C , (s ′ /x)s 1 is an element of D φ,x=a . We have σt = λx : σC σu, consider a reduction sequence issued from this term. This sequence can only reduce the terms σC and σu. By induction hypothesis, the term σC is an element of T ype φ =T and the term σu is an element of D φ , thus the reduction sequence is finite.
Furthermore, every reduct of σt has the form λx : C ′ v where C ′ is a reduct of σC and v is a reduct of σu. Let w be any term of C φ , and a be any element of M C , the term (w/x)v can be obtained by reduction from ((w/x) • σ)u. By induction hypothesis, the term ((w/x) • σ)u is an element of D φ,x=a . Hence, by Lemma 6.4 the term (w/x)v is an element of D φ,x=a . Therefore, the term σλx u is an element of B φ .
• If the term t has the form (u 1 u 2 ) then u 1 is a term of type Πx : C D, u 2 a term of type C and B = (u 2 /x)D. We have σt = (σu 1 σu 2 ), and by induction hypothesis σu 1 ∈ Πx : C D φ =Π( C φ , { D φ+x=a | a ∈ M A }) and σu 2 ∈ C φ . By Lemma 6.5, (σu 1 σu 2 ) ∈ D φ+x= u 2 φ = (u 2 /x)D φ = B φ . Theorem 6.1 Let Γ be a context and t be a term well-typed in Γ. Then t strongly terminates.
Proof. Let B be the type of t in Γ, let φ be any Γ-valuation onto M, σ be the substitution mapping every x i to itself. Note that, by Lemma 6.3, this variable is an element of A i φ . Then t = σt ∈ B φ . Hence it strongly terminates. Proof. Assume there exists a term t of type ε(x) in the context x : o and let t ′ be its β-normal form. The term t ′ would have the form (h u 1 ... u n ) for some constant or variable h. A case analysis shows that no constant or variable can yield a term of type ε(x).
A similar argument applies to the λΠ-calculus modulo the Calculus of constructions with the context x : U T ype and the type ε T ype (x).
Termination of the βR-reduction
We finally prove the termination of the βR-reduction for Simple type theory and for the Calculus of constructions. The rules R of Simple type theory are
This set R of rewrite rules terminates, as each reduction step reduces the number of symbolṡ ⇒ and∀ A in the term. Then, R-reduction can create β-redices, but only β-redices on the form ((λx : A t) z) where z is a variable. Thus, any term can be (weakly) βR-reduced by β-reducing it first, then R-reducing it, then β-reducing the trivial β-redices created by the R-reduction.
A similar argument applies to the Calculus of constructions.
